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1.
Whereas writing had fostered the classification of the arts and sciences in depth,
print gave access to the arts and sciences
at high speed and on one plane at a time.
While manuscript culture required gloss
and commentary to extract the various
levels of meaning …, print is itself a form
of commentary or explanation.
The print reader is greatly disposed to
feel that she is sharing the movements of
another mind.
By contrast, today we live in a post-literate and electronic world in which we seek
images of collective postures of mind,
even when studying the individual.

The phonetically written word … permits
the prolonged analysis of proess but does not
greatly encourage the application of knowledge to action ….
It is not strange, therefore, that the ancient world should have considered applied
knowledge under the mode of rhetoric.
For writing made it possible to card-catalogue all the invidual postures of mind
called the figures of thetoric.
McLuhan – Myth and Mass Media (1959) as
quoted p9 Marshall Mcluhan Essays, Michael Moos.

McLuhan – Myth and Mass Media (1959)
as quoted p10 Marshall Mcluhan Essays,
Michael Moos.

For example in the very first decades of
printing early in the fifteenth century,
people became vividly aware of the camera obscura.
Printing is much like the camera obscura, yielding a private vision of the movements of others.
The reader acts as a projector of the still
shots (the printed words) which
s/he can read fast enough to re-create the
movements of another mind.
The movie may be the last image of the
Gutenberg era before it fuses via the
telegraph, the telephone, radio and television and fades into the new world of
auditory space.
McLuhan – Myth and Mass Media (1959)
as quoted p10 Marshall
Mcluhan Essays, Michael Moos.
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2.
McLuhan’s predictions that the
medium would determine the
form of the message and his notion of language as meta-myth
have come true.
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20151012-will-emojibecome-a-new-language | https://newrepublic.com/article/118562/emoticons-effect-way-we-communicatelinguists-study-effects |
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/06/24/emojis-the-deathof-the-written-language.html | https://www.kingcontent.com.au/the-importance-of-visual-content-tosocial-media/

Western understanding of icons,
though, is very unsophisticated.
Asian languages have been based
on pictograms for millenia.
Further, computers can replace
text with pictograms through the
recognition of gesture, thereby,
reducing thousands of Asian characters to a small number of elements (radicals).
http://www.mobilefish.com/services/chinese_
handwriting_recognition/chinese_handwriting_recognition.php | http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
document/549114/?reload=true | http://mll.csie.ntu.
edu.tw/papers/DoubleSideMultiTouchInputForMobileDevices_Chi09.pdf

Rapid serial
visual presentation. (RSVP)

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/cb4c/8ea2f4
b89140f9e12805fe54ed81116d49af.pdf
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3.
A wordless presentation introduced
the 2017 Masters of Interactive
Media Concepts class to the musical Selectric.

Words can rhyme

The musical Selectric is a the first
Chime beast. It combines the classic
Selectric with musical notes, playing
a different note for each character of
the alphabet in a voice that changes
with the golf ball.

It is a cusp machine.

Two years younger than the author,
the orginal Selectric was itself a cusp
machine. The golf ball was a mechanical invention but needed electrical
signals to control its position.

For rhythm, add time

An unintended affordance of that was
its usefulness as a digital printer
with memory and communications.

No words is mime
Use bells to CHIME
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A dispute developed whether to base
the control signals on the mechanical
requirements of the golf ball or the
ANSI codes used in IBM computers.
The golf ball engineers won.
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4.

It’s Chime

Performance 1

2nd May 2017
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5.
MIME

TIME

RHYME

The sound files used for the soundtrack of
the performance were structered to reveal
one aspect at a time of the relationship between characters, text and meaning and,
hence, notes, musical notation and musc.
The musical notes played for the desired effect are lined up with the sound of the golf
ball hitting the paper. This reinforces the
one to one nature of the relationship between the musical note and the character
that is a feature of this particular implementation of the Chime. A bed of the typewriter rumbling sound underpins this.
A wordless presentation seemed the most
appropriate form to deliver a narrative
about the replacement of text with music.
The only words spoken in the piece are by
the boss. “Please retype this,” she says as
the hands him a floppy disk (mockup).
“In the next five minutes,” she adds as the
performer draws attention to the diskette,
the typewriter and the notion of typing.
The old clock, old lamp and old typewriter
are the relics of the past, but the sound coming from them is chiming in the future.
Text is dead. Long live the CHIME.

The addition of different tones (or voices)
per golf ball strengthens the awareness of
the limitations. Thus the random nature of
typing real text is fully apparent.

The musicality of the sound that emerges
from the mis-used Selectric is not the point.
The sound represents the characters that
have been transmitted exposing the abstract
nature of text.
The structure of the performance reveals
this abstraction in both pitch and timbre.
The use of the Toy Cats rendition of Somewhere Over the Rainbow is a playful way of
emphasising the role of the golf ball in selecting the font, standing in for the voice or
timbre of the sound.
The delivery of the random sounds associated with retyping an actual document, as
opposed to playing the typewriter, reinforce
this point about the abstraction of meaning.
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6.
ACTS

ITEMS

VIRTS

Props

Man in suit walks into office
Puts down coffee, mobile phone and brief case
Turns on light - Opens briefcase to take out tablet
Checks clock on the wall
Notices poster “The IBM Selectric turns musical”
Notices Selectric type writer: apparently not there before
Turns it on (sound of Selectric – 01 Selectric ON)
Touches a key. (Loud clack and musical note - LIVE)
Touches a few keys. (Different notes emerge - LIVE)
Mucks around trying different tunes (LIVE)
Tries Somewhere over the Rainbow. (02 Fumble)
Plays Somewhere over the Rainbow. (03 Paino OK)
Notices second poster promoting golf balls.
Exchanges golf ball

Suit, (ironed) shirt, tie etc
Light – times 2 (planet lamp for worker,
skin lamp for Selectric)
Clock
Briefcase – Roy Morgan - CAPI
Selectric typewriter – mock up with cardboard (keep it simple)
Power board
Extension lead
Poster(s) – Use turns fifty poster for music,
find golf ball poster/ad and blow up
Bluetak
Hanger for clock
Amplifier
Golf balls – use coloured super balls
Diskette – create from old plastic folders
(black with red insert to make it obvious)

Plays Somewhere over the rain... on organ (04 Organ OK)
Amazed, tries second golf ball.
Plays Somewhere on cats. (05 Somewhere over cats)
Boss walks in and hands man in suit a diskette
“Johnson. Can you please reprint this for me?”
Man indicates Selectric, obviously surprised.
Woman walks off, saying, “On my desk in 5 minutes.”
Man puts diskette into typewriter.
Random screaming cats emerge. (06 random cats)
Shows incorrect document - Changes golf ball.
Random sounds on piano. (07 random piano)
Shows correct document.
--- THE END ---
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7.
The quick brown fox

I had been away on annual leave. Four weeks camping and driving through the outback, a
far cry from the daily grind of typing memos in triplicate, separating carbon paper from the
original and the copies, accepting the corrections and changes (they called them corrections
even though the bosses often simply changed their mind) and retyping the document from
beginning to end.
The office had been refurbished. The old bank of wooden pigeon holes was gone, replaced by
a bank of sleek, grey metal filing cabinets and colourful plastic in-trays. My desk was clear
except for a new potted plant and a brand spanking new typewriter, the fabled IBM Selectric. Gone was the Remington that I had used day in and day out for the seven years I had
worked for Albert and Self. The Remington that I could push to the absolute max, slowing
down when it came to the tricky “a”, “z” and “x” keys that were prone to stick, and going flat
out on the “t”, “y”, “g”,“h”, “b” and “n” that slapped the page crisply and fell back onto the
type bed loosely and easily.
Sleek and low, the Selectric waited for me, a challenge, an opportunity the next great thing
in office technology. Faster and more productive was the catch cry in the advertising. You
could type flat out all day and never jam the golf ball, a small, simple and fast replacement
for the bank of keys that demanded you lift them individually with each key.
I put down my bag and even before I sat down, checked out my drawers or located the picture of the children, I turned it on. It purred back at me, idling, raring to go the murmer of
an electric motor that promised to be a permanent accompaniment to my life from now on. I
put some paper in the platen and began to turn the wheel on the end to load the paper.
“Just push the big silver button at the end, under your hand,” suggested Bernadette, eagerly. She had come in moments after me and was watching me come to terms with the new
beast on my desk. I did, the platen whizzed around two thirds of a turn and the paper reappeared at the front, loaded and ready to type. I touched the “m“ key. The golf ball whirred
into action, clack! An “m” appeared on the page, crisp and black. “N”, “b”, “v” I was crossing
hands now and instinctively sat down to rest fingers in the home position. “Return” and the
entire carriage shot right and the platen rolled one line forward. “The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog.” There, I had typed every letter of the alphabet.
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8.
“Try this.” Bernadette tossed across a golf ball. “Just flick the little
lever on the one that’s loaded and put this one in, instead.”
I did. Again the quick brown fox did its jumping and this time the
text appeared in a different type face as crisp as a printed book and
elegant. Two lines in different type on the same page without loading, realigning or getting out of my chair.
I could get used to this.
“Just push the big silver button at the end, under your hand,” suggested Bernadette, eagerly. She had come in moments after me and
was watching me come to terms with the new beast on my desk. I
did, the platen whizzed around two thirds of a turn and the paper
reappeared at the front, loaded and ready to type.
I touched the “m“ key. The golf ball whirred into action, clack! An
“m” appeared on the page, crisp and black. “N”, “b”, “v” I was crossing hands now and instinctively sat down to rest fingers in the home
position. “Return” and the entire carriage shot right and the platen
rolled one line forward. “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog.” There, I had typed every letter of the alphabet.
“Try this,” Bernadette tossed across a golf ball.
“Flick the little lever on the one that’s loaded. Put this in, instead.”
I did. Again the quick brown fox did its jumping and this time the
text appeared in a different type face as crisp as a printed book and
elegant. Two lines in different type on the same page without loading, realigning or getting out of my chair.
I could get used to this.
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9.
... the New World of Auditory Space

Printing is like a camera obscura. The reader acts
as a projector of the still shots of printed words fast
enough to re-create the movements of another mind.
The movie may be the last image of the Gutenberg
era before it fuses via the telegraph, the telephone,
radio and television and fades into the new word of
auditory space.

McLuhan – Myth and Mass Media (1959) as quoted p10 Marshall Mcluhan Essays,
Michael Moos.
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10.
GOOD CHIMES BAD CHIMES

The

NEW

PARACHIME
CHIME COMMAND INTERFACE
The script writer provides the substance
of the performance. (p6)
Operating systems are lists of text.
(p6)
Pictograms remove a layer of abstraction
(but provide their own). (p2)

Up and down the realm
Let the bells proclaim

Chimes are the radicals of the audiograms that will spell the new language.
(p2.p5)
We can sing to the network instead of
instructing it with text or gesture.
(p9)

The bell tolls for thee

Choirs of communal voices will issue
communal commands.
Machine learning will obey the choir,
so no individual can apprehend the full
command, or its implications.
The network is the nervous system of the
Hive Mind.
Chimes are fundamental particles of communication and, therefore, organisation.

TEXT is dead. Long live CHIME.
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11.

Let us sing
to the network.
Text is dead.
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